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We’re helping to carve the path less trav-

elled for the greater good, a guiding path to 

help people changethe world one 

#littlegreensteps  at a time.

We want to make conscious living the new 

norm and to become the number one place 

for sustainable brands in Asia.  It ’s all 

about connecting with ourselves, others 

and mother nature. Conscious living is about 

understanding how our choices not only im-

pact us,  but our surroundings and the envi-

ronment. 

This digital action guide is focusing on 

#LittleGreenSteps  that all of us can take 

each day so that we can #LiveMoreCon-

sciously. We want to leave you with tangi-

ble actions you can do on a daily basis,  and 

show that sustainability and going green 

can be fun and easy.

I  hope you can learn something here so that 

you too can live wide awake! 

Stephanie   Dickson 

Founder

Green   Is   The   New   Black

HI TRIBE,
Green Is The New Black is Asia’s first con-

scious festival and platform. It’s for people 

who want to improve the way they think, 

work and consume while doing more good in 

the world. This is a place where fun and so-

cial environmental responsibility goes hand 

in hand.

We’re on a mission to wake people up and 

empowering them to take positive action 

so that we can leave the world in a better 

place than how we’ve found it.  We like to 

think of ourselves as the Morpheus for all 

you Neos in the world (any Matrix fans?). 
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Here   is   your  

 little   dose   of   

Inspiration, 

 Knowledge   and   Action  

 to   help   you  

 live    more 

consciously.

OUR VALUES

PROTECT THE PLANET
Awareness of our footprint leads to greater 

understanding of the impact we have on our 

planet, inspiring us to operate more consciously 

and positively.

INNOVATION FOR GOOD
We are idea junkies and man do we love some of 

the awesome creative things people are doing.

CRYSTAL CLEAR
We like looking at life with both eyes WIDE open 

– you know, knowing where stuff comes from, 

who made it and how it got to us.

WELL-FOR YOUR-BEING
“Love yourself and serve the others”.  Our con-

scious journey starts with us – the choices we 

make, how we show up in the world and take 

care of ourselves.

POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Ethical/ fair-trade/ female empowerment – if 

you value the people behind your products this 

value is for you. People are the new profit.

PRO ANIMAL LIFE
This one’s for the animal lovers, vegetarians 

and vegans. Animals also have a conscious, 

family and friends. L ike us,  they deserve to be 

treated with respect.
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the problem
[ in stats]

climate 
change
in a nut 
shell

. Climate   Change   could   cause   the   dis-

placement   of   250   million   people   across   

the   world   by 2050   due   to   an increase   in   

natural   disasters.   In    2012   alone   over   

32M     were   displaced.

- The   UN   Refugee   Agency -

. Approximately   2/3   of   the   pollution   

that   is   driving   climate   change   is   from   

the   burning   of fossil   fuels :    coal,   o il,   

and   natural   gas,   with   another   quarter   

of   the   pollution   coming   from deforesta-

tion   and   agriculture.

- before the flood,  karl burkart -

director of Innovation   and Technology,   Leonardo   D iCaprio   

Foundation

.
have   already   disappeared,   and   only   20%   

of   what   remains   is intact. 

- l indsey allen -

executive director,  rainforest action network

. 1-2   acres    of   rainforest   are   cleared   

every   second.  (  Rainforest Relief )  which   is   

basically like   one   of   the   planets   lungs.

1 of the world’s
forests/2

must see
documentaries:

before the flood

little green steps
[take action]

Learn   how   to   calculate   your   carbon   footprint   with   Animal   Allies   here   and   see   how   you   compare   to   national   

and   world average. 

.

Tax   yourself:    To   solve   climate   change,   governments   need   to   get   serious   about   making polluters   pay   for   

their   carbon   emissions.    You   can   make   a   powerful   statement   by   paying   a voluntary   “carbon   tax”   which   goes   

to   protecting   critically   important   forests   and   coastal ecosystems.

.

Know   your   facts .

Conserve   energy   and   save   on   your   bills.

Start   looking   into   switching   to   Solar   energy .

Change   your   l ightbulbs.

Unplug   your   gadgets   and   switch   off   the   power   sockets.

Use   a   fan   instead   of   an   air   conditioner.

If    you   do   use   an   air   conditioner,   try   to   keep   it   above   250C.

Purchase   energy   efficient   appliances   (check   the   energy   label).

Use   natural   l ight   as   much   as   possible.

Use   public   transport   or   carpool   options   l ike   grabshare   

and   uberpool

.

9  
tonnes
of co2 per year 4  

tonnes
of co2 per year

“Climate   change   is   real,   it   is   happen-

ing   right   now.   It   is   the   most   urgent   

threat   facing   our   entire species,   

and   we   need   to   work   collectively   

together   and   stop   procrastinating...   

Let   us   not   take this   planet   

for   granted.”

 The   one   and   only   Leonard   Di    Caprio   at   his   Oscars   accept-

ance   speech   #doitforleo

Our   planet   is   heating   up   fast,   which   is   scientifically   

proven   to   be   from   pollution   and   not   some   natural phe-

nomena.   Approximately   2/3   of   the   pollution   that   is   driv-

ing   climate   change   is   from   the   burning   of fossil   fuels   –   

coal,   o il,    and   natural   gas   –   with   another   big   part   coming   

from   deforestation   and   agriculture. 

By   burning   fossil   fuels   we   are   heating   up   the   planet   and   

melting   the   arctic   -    which   is   ‘the   aircon’   of   the world.   By   

cutting   down   our   forests,   we   are   effectively   killing   ‘the   

lungs’   of   the   planet,   as   they   produce much   of   the   oxygen   

we   breathe.   Combined   -    this   means   more   extreme   weather   

globally,   more   floods, more   droughts.
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host a 
climate conversation

You   are   reading   this.    So   you   probably   get   that   

there   is   no   planet   b   and   all   of   us   are   playing   a 

part.   But   what   about   all   those   friends   who   still   

don’t   see   to   get   it   or   call   you   a   peachy   hippie 

when   you   try   to   bring   it   up?   Our   friends   at    Cli-

mate   Conversations    have   your   back.   Read   on   to 

find   out   more.

We   know   that   many   people   are   concerned   about   

climate   change   but   don’t   feel   l ike   they   can   act 

or   know   what   to   do.    Without   a   deep   understand-

ing   throughout   society   of   how   climate   change af-

fects   us   and   why   we   must   act,    we   cannot   hope   to   

effectively   address   it.

Social  research  tells  us  that  fr iends  are  one  of   the  

most  trusted  sources  for  this  information.   Why not   

organise   a   conversation   with   up   to   10   friends?    

We   keep   the   groups   small   so   that   everyone has   a   

chance   to   speak   and   to   have   the   deep   discussion   

that’s   needed.

Go   to     climateconversations.sg     and  

 click   on    Host    to   organise   your   conversation.

These   conversations   are   moving   and   fulfilling   as   

you   and   your   friends   reach   a   deeper understand-

ing   of   what   you   care   about   in   this   world,   and   

what   you   can   do   to   care   for   our environment,   our   

families   and   our   future.

 

 

We’ll   send   a   trained   volunteer   facilitator   to   join   

you   and   your   friends   and   guide   the   discussion.  Our   

facilitator   will   help   everyone   to   understand   

how   climate   change   connects   to   the   things   that 

we   cherish,    and   how   we   can   all   be   a   part   of   pro-

tecting   those   things.

“We   still   have   time   to   avoid   the   worst,   unacceptable   consequences   of  

 climate   change,   but   we need   to   get   busy   right   away”. 

-   Former   Vice   President   Al   Gore -

the problem
[ in stats]

a PLASTIC wave,
it’s coming 
for us

- National Center   for   Ecological   Analysis  

 and   Synthesis   (NCEAS) -

. Annually   approximately   500   billion   

plastic   bags   are   used   worldwide.    More   

than one million   bags   are   used   every   

minute.
 -  plastic ocean foundation -

. By   2050   there   will   be   more   plastic   in   the   

ocean   that   f ish   by   weight. 

- Ellen   Macarthur Foundation -

. Packaging   is   the   largest   end   use   market   

segment   accounting   for   just   over   40%   

of   total plastic   usage

 -  plastic ocean foundation -

. More   than   8   million   tons   of   plastic   are   

dumped   in   our   oceans   every   year.

. One   million    sea   birds    and   100,000   ma-

rine   mammals   are   killed   annually   from   

plastic   in our   oceans.
 

- Eco watch -

“We   need   to   protect   the   ocean   like   

we   would   protect   our   own   children.   

Our   very   survival   depends   on   it.” 

 Craig   Leeson,   Director   of   A   Plastic   Ocean

To   say   that   plastic   is   ‘d isposable’   is   one   of   the   biggest   

deceptions   of   our   t ime.    Every   piece   of   plastic   that was   

ever   made   is   still   on   our   planet   today   in   some   form   or   

another.   It   is   t ime   to   turn   the   t ides   in   the   war against   

plastic.    And   this   is   why.
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Who   doesn’t   love   the   idea   of   a   beautiful   holiday   

on   a   dreamy   island   with   white   sandy   beaches? 

News   flash   -    plastic   and   trash   is   slowly   ruining   

that   dream.   Luckily,    l ike   a   lot   of   the   problems 

facing   the   planet,   we   can   do   something   about   it.   

To   tell   us   more,   we   have   Jamine Monmaneerat,   the   

Project   Lead   Thailand   of   Manta   Trust   to   tell   us   

more.

From   a   perspective   of   a   professional   who   works   

closely   with   eco-   tourism,   there   are   actually 

many   more   things   you   can   do   to   be   more   environ-

mentally   conscious   during   your   next   tropical va-

cation.    Here   are   5   t ips   to   get   you   on   your   way   to   

become   a   more   sustainable   eco-   tourist:

little green steps
[take action]

Adopt   a   tote   bag   to   do   your   grocery   shopping.  .

Get   yourself   a   pretty   refillable   water   bottle.

Avoid   using   straws   as   much   as   possible..

Buy   your   fruits   and   veggies   loose   instead   of   packed.

You   can   also   make   your   own   juices   instead   of   store   bought   bottles   using   refillable   bottles.

Avoid   skin   care   products   with   microplastics.

.    Check   out   Avani   Eco’s   large   range   of   sustainable   alternative   products   to   plastic

must see
documentaries:

a plastic ocean

tips for being a more
sustainable eco-tourist

“As   someone   whom   the   beach   is   not   only   a   holiday   destination,   but   a   home,   

I    can   tell   you   that   if we   do   not   change   the   way   we   live,   

the   future   generation   will   no   longer   have   a   glimpse   of   what   it is   like   to   

play   in   the   sand   without   finding   broken   pieces   of   plastic   in   it,    or   swim   in   

an   ocean without   seeing   trash   floating   right   next   to   them.”

-  Jamie   Monmaneerat,   Project   Lead   Thailand,   Manta   Trust -
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4 “Not   your  
 entertainer”  
It    is   hard   to   say   no   to   a   chance   to   cuddle   a   baby   mon-

key,   kiss   a real   l ife   Flipper,   or   have   p icture   taken   with   

such   a   well   behaved   t iger!

People   forget   the   fact   that   these   animals   are   being   

taken   away   from   their   family   and   home   to   be in   the   

photo   with   you   and/or   give   you   a   show.   The   process   

of   animal   “training”   often   involves torturing,    starving   

and   even   sedating   the   animal,   so   they   are   able   to   do   

what   the   trainer   wants. This   kind   of   business   makes   

money   from   exploiting   people’s   good   intention   and   love   

to   start with.    Do   not   fall   victim   to   these   businesses,   

say   no   to   animal   shows   and   animals   in   captivity.

3 You   are   what   you   eat    
 it   is   important   to   know   what   it   takes   before   they   get   

to   your   table. 

Overfishing   is   another   major   problem   affecting   our   

oceans   with   f ish   population   and   species declining   rap-

idly   each   year.   To   make   the    matters    worse,   destruc-

tive   and   unsustainable   f ishing methods    are    being   used   

to   serve   our   seafood   demand   not   only   affecting   f ish   

population   but   its habitat   as   well.     So   next   t ime   you   

get   a   craving   for   seafood,    choose   a   sustainable   spe-

cies   for   the area   you   are   in .    Thanks   to   modern   tech-

nology   you   no   longer   need   to   memorize   the   names   of 

the   species   anymore.   There   are   now   many   apps   you   

can   download   that   will   show   you   the ‘green   l ist’   

(sustainable   species   to   be   consumed)   and   ‘red   l ist’   

(species   to   be   avoided)   according to   the   location   you   

are   in .

5 “There   is   always   a  
perfect   time   for   a  
 little   R&R”  
When   you   are   enjoying   some   R&R, remember   to   Reduce-   

Reuse-Recycle   along   the   way.   It   is   never   too   late   to   

refuse   and   reduce single   use   plastic.   

People   forget   the   fact   that   these   animals   are   being   

taken   away   from   their   family   and   home   to   be in   the   

photo   with   you   and/or   give   you   a   show.   The   process   

of   animal   “training”   often   involves torturing,    starv-

ing   and   even   sedating   the   animal,   so   they   are   able   

to   do   what   the   trainer   wants. This   kind   of   business   

makes   money   from   exploiting   people’s   good   intention   

and   love   to   start with.    Do   not   fall   victim   to   these   

businesses,   say   no   to   animal   shows   and   animals   in   

captivity.

2 Just   take   pictures,   
leave   only   
a   footprint
You   might   have   heard   it   before,   yet   we   still   see people   

walking   on   the   beach   collecting   sea   shells.

It   is   hard   to   resist   the   beauty   of   those   se a   shells   

lying   on   the   beach   looking   purposeless,   or those  al-

r e a dy   m a d e   i n t o  ac c e s s o r i e s   o r   c o n t e m p o r a ry   h o m e   d é -

cor. B   ut  the  beautiful  thing  about nature    is   everything   

was   designed   and   has   its   purpose   even   when   they   are   

dead.   Seashells   are very   important   to   coastal   eco-

system:   they   provide   a   safe   hiding   from   predators   for   

f ish,    they   are home   for   algae   and   other   microorgan-

isms,   b irds   use   them   as   part   of   the   material   to   build   

their nest,   and   they   are   vital   to   protect   the   beautiful   

shoreline   from   erosion.    So   leave   those   shells where   

you   see   them   so   we   can   all   share   the   best   benefits   of   

these   beauties   together.

from our friends at

“R-E-S-P-E-C-T”  
and   I    am   not   only   talking   about   the   people   here.   I   

am  talking   about   the marine   l ives   that   you   see   (or   

maybe   don’t   see).

Marine   ecosystem   is   very   diverse   and   complex.   If   

you   pay   enough   attention   you   will   notice   that al-

most   everything   is   alive   in   the   oceans!   Even   those   

rocks   you   see   lying   on   the   beach   might have   some   

amazing   organisms   l iving   in   them.  

 So   respect   the   host   and   keep   your   hands   to your-

self!   Not   only   will   you   not   harm   the   animals,   but   

you   can   also   save   yourself   from   harm   as well   

(there   are   some   organisms   out   there   with   venom-

ous   sting   which   cause   paralysis   and   even respira-

tory   arrest,   so   keep   that   in   mind   before   you   reach   

those   hands   out   to   touch   something   on the   beach   

or   in   the   sea!)

1
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Understanding   
the   Haze

what causes haze?

In   Indonesia   and   Malaysia   large   areas   of   rainforest   are   

burned   to   make   room   for   the   production of   palm   oil .    Palm   

oil   is   the   most   common   oil   used   in   restaurants   and   food   

chains   in   S ingapore but   also   in   many    breads,   margarines,   

cereals,   chocolates,   gum,   washing   powder,   fabric   sof-

teners   and soap   products.

In   S ingapore   we   have   a   big   issue   with   the   Haze   each   year.   

This   is   caused   largely   by   the   state   of   Sumatra in   Indone-

sia   where   they   burn   forests   to   clear   the   land,   for   the   

production   of   palm   oil .    Many   of   these   f ires are   illegal   

and   done   with   absolutely   no   regard   for   nature   or   wild   

l ife.

Once   the   haze   is   over,   most   people   do   a   clean   aired   sigh   

of   relief   and   go   back   to   their   l ives.    But   we   are   all re-

sponsbile   for   proecting   the   clear   air   we   breathe.   We   

need   to   change   what   we   buy.   We   need   to   educate our-

selves   on   what   this   is   all   about.   We   need   to   vote   with   

our   Wallets   and   demand   for   sustainable   palm   oil .

 

Here   are   some   stats   and   some   l ittle   green   steps   you   can   

take   from   our   friends   at   PM   Haze.

little green steps
[take action]

Look   out   for   haze-free   products..

… Roundtable   on   Sustainable   Palm   Oil   (RSPO)   is   a   

not-for-profit   organisation   which helps   iden-

tify   products   with   Certified   Sustainable   Palm   

Oil   (CSPO),    which guarantees   a   cultivation   

with   reduced   negative   impact   on   the   environ-

ment   and the   communities.

… Can’t   f ind   the   RSPO   label?   Look   for   the    Green   

Palm    label   to   purchase   products that   sup-

port   the   transition   to   certified   palm   oil .   

Proceeds   from   Green   Palm certificates   help   

growers   fund   the   transition   to   sustainable   

palm   oil .

Inform   yourself   and   people   around   you..

… Haze-free   products   are   still   l imited   on   the   

market   but   you   can   help   increase awareness   

on   the   matter   and   therefore   the   demand   for   

those   on   the   market.

the problem
[ in stats]

. More   than   2.6   million   hectares   of   forest,   peat,   

and   other   land   have   burned   in   2015,    an   area 

4.5   t imes   the   size   of   Bali .

- world bank -

.    Daily   emissions   from   Indonesia’s   f ires   in   Octo-

ber   2015   exceeded   the   emissions   from   the en-

tire   US   economy,   that   is   more   than   15.95   million   

tons   of   CO2   emissions   per   day.

- world bank -

.   If    Indonesia   could   stop   the   f ires   it   would   meet   

its   stated   target   to   reduce   GHG   emissions   by 

29%   by   the   year   2030. 

- world bank -

. S$700   million   is   the   estimated   cost   of   2015   

haze   to   S ingapore.   The   estimated   cost   to Indo-

nesia   was   US   $16billion,    about   1 .8%   of   its   Gross   

Domestic   Product.

- PM HAZE -
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WHAT   TO   REMEMBER   WHEN   YOU   BYO

before

during

 If    possible,    try   to   bring   a   reusable   container/bottle/cup/bag   that   is   s imilar   in   s ize   to   the disposable   

ones   the   retail   outlet   is   using.

.

 If    you   have   a   bag   which   you   always   carry,   you   can   consider   placing   folded   reusable   bags   and uten-

sils   inside   all   the   t ime.    If    your   bag   is   b ig   enough,   you   can   place   a   cup/tumbler/bottle   and   a container   

too!

.

Be   nice   and   polite   while   requesting   to   use   your   own   container/bottle/bag..

.

Try   not   to   take   up   too   much   t ime   especially   during   peak   hours.

.

.

 Smile   more.

 You   can   tell   the   staff   that   this   is   for   the   environment   as   disposables   are   not   eco-friendly.

after

 If    the   retail   staff   accepts   your   request,   thank   them   sincerely. If   the   request   is   declined,   take   it   easy   

and   be   understanding.

.

BOTTLES,   TUMBLERS   AND   CUPS

 You   can   consider   using   a   metal   cup,    tumbler   or   bottle   made   of   stainless   steel   or   aluminum   so that   

you   can   use   it   for   both   cold   and   hot   drinks.

.

.

For   cold   drinks,   consider   getting   a   reusable   straw   made   of   bamboo,   stainless   steel   or   glass.

.

.

A   glass   mason   jar   is   f ine   too   but   quite   heavy.   Avoid   plastic   material   especially   for   hot   drinks.

When   we   order   takeaway   drinks   in   our   own   container,   sometimes   the   staff   would   do   the measure-

ment   using   a   disposable   cup   and   then   throw   it   away.   We   can   remind   them   to   use   a reusable   measure-

ment   cup   or   to   reuse   the   disposable   cup.

Recommended   size   is   about   500ml.

.

JOURNEY   TO    
ZERO   Waste

If    you   are   conscious   about   your   consumption   then   

you   need   to   think   about   where   it   goes after-

wards.   Our   friends   at   ZeroWaste   Singapore   have   

a   fantastic   new   campaign   to   BYO   (bring your   own)   

to   reduce   waste   and   particularly   plastic   dis-

posables.    Here   is   their   guide   on   what   to remember   

and   what   to   look   out   for   so   that   you   are   well   on   

your   journey   to   zero   waste.

“There   is   no   such   thing   as   “away”.   

When   we   throw   anything   away   it   

must   go   somewhere”

- Annie   Leonard,   Executive   Director,   GreenPeace   USA -

the problem
[ in stats]

. If    this   continues,   the   projected   l ifespan   

of   our   Semakau   Landfill   would   be   about   

35   years, and   additional   incineration   

plants   would   have   to   be   built   every   7   

to   10   years.

. In   S ingapore,   the   amount   of   waste   dis-

posed   has   increased   about   7   t imes   over   

the   past   45 years,   from   1 ,200   tonnes/

day   in   1970   to   8,284   tonnes/day   in   2015.

. Each   person   disposed   about   0.86   kg   of   

domestic   waste   per   day   in   2015.

little green steps
[take action]

It   is   t ime   for   us   to   be   more   serious   in   reducing   our   consumption   of   s ingle-use   plastic disposables.    You   can   

make   a   difference   by   joining   The   Zero   Waste   Singapore   campaign   and start   to   BYO   (Bring   Your   Own)   reusable   

bottles,   cups,   takeaway   containers   and   bags!
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REUSABLE   BAGS

  In   the   backpack   or   handbag   that   you   bring   out   frequently,   place   1-2   reusable   bags   in   there.  They   are   

l ight   and   take   very   l ittle   space   when   folded.

.

.

.

Try   to   reuse   plastic   bags   as   much   as   possible   instead   of   taking   new   ones.

Offer   your   excess   reusable   bags   with   others   who   do   not   have   them.   Remind   them   to   reuse.

CUTLERY,   UTENSILS   AND   STRAWS

Reusable   straws   are   available   in   several   materials   such   as   bamboo,   stainless   steel   and glass..

.

.

 If    you   love   bubble   tea,   get   a   jumbo   straw.

 Bring   a   pouch   with   the   straw   and   utensil   set   with   you   all   the   t ime.

.  Wash   and   dry   them   immediately   after   use.

TAKEAWAY   CONTAINERS   AND   LUNCHBOXES

A   plastic   lunchbox   is   l ighter   to   carry   around,   but   harder   to   wash   when   it ’s   oily   and   could   retain 

some   smell.

.

.

.

.

Stainless   steel   lunchbox   is   great   but   is   heavier   and   is   not   microwaveable.

  If    you   work   in   offices   where   food   is   served   with   disposables   for   dine-in,    you   can   consider bringing   

your   own   reusable   lunchbox   and   utensils.

Glass   lunchbox   is   good   but   heavy   to   bring   out   and   may   break.

the 411
on food

- Food   and   Agriculture   Organisation of   The   United   Nations -

. Beef   cattle   account   for   about   70   percent   

and   dairy   cattle   for   about   25   percent   of 

methane   emissions.

. Globally,   l ivestock   farming   accounts   for   

approximately   10-15%   of   total   greenhouse   

gas emissions. 

- before the flood -

. 90%   of   f ishing   grounds   in   the   world   are   al-

ready   over-fished   or   fully   exploited. 

-  wwf  -

. 3   out   of   4   popular   seafood   species   are   con-

sumed   unsustainably

-  wwf  -

. Animal   agriculture   is   responsible   for   18   

percent   of   greenhouse   gas   emissions,   more   

than the   combined   exhaust   from   all   trans-

portation (13%).

“ Times   are   changing,   and   we   all   

have   the   power   to   rethink,   rede   ne,   

and   rebuild   a   better   world.  

 In   your   hands   is   the 

recipe   to   stand   up   for   fairness,   

kindness   and   compassion   every   day. 

  It’s   time   we   feel   good   about   who   we   

are,   how   we live,   and   what   we   eat.”

- Animal allies -

Ahh. .    our   favourite   f   word. .    no,    not   that   F   word,   

food!   Have   you   ever   thought   about   the   journey 

your   food   has   been   on   before   it   lands   on   your   

plate?   The   things   it ’s   seen,   the   places   it ’s   been? 

Your   food   has   its   own   footprint   that   it ’s   left   be-

hind   and   there   are   certain   foods   that   cause   a   lot 

more   havoc   that   others.

   As   our   global   population   grows   yearly   at   at   

rate   of   75   million   people,    our   oceans   and   ands   

are under   tremendous   strain   to   keep   up   with   

the   food   demands.   Farming   animals   is   making   our 

planet   a   hot   mess   (pun   intended).    On   top   of   that,   

according   to   our   friends   at   WWF,   our   oceans are   

now   in   a   state   of   global   crisis,    brought   about   by   

overfishing   -    the   single   biggest   threat   to ocean   

l ife.    The   best   way   to   reverse   this   is   sustainable   

consumption   of   seafood.

the problem
[ in stats]
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must see
documentaries:

cowspiracy

what the health

Identify   which   type   of   diet   you   aspire   to   and   which   goals   you   want   to   reach   and   f ind ideas   to   

achieve   those.    Download   your   free   vegan   starter   kit   from   Animal   Allies   here

.

Grow   your   own   produce   with   The   Seeds   Masters   seeds.

 Champion   locally   sourced   food.

Download   the   seafood   guide   from   WWF   or   subscribe   to   their   YouTube   Channel   to   know

recommended   species   to   eat   and   avoid.

.

Find   recipes   and   inspirations   for   nutritional   and   sustainable   meals   which   can   be   tailored to   

diverse   dietary   requirements   with   Animal   Allies  .

.

little green steps
[take action]

Be   a   climatarian,   skip   that   burger.     Yes,    this   is   a   thing!    Head   to   Less   Meat   Less   Heat and   take   the   

30   day   climatraian   challenge.

.

Fashion,   
A   Dirty World

“Everytime   you   spend   money,   you   are   

casting   a   vote   for   the   kind   of   world   

you   want.”

- Anne   Lappe -

Fashion   is   a   dirty   industry.   Have   you   ever   

thought   about   where   your   clothes   came   from,   

who was   effect   along   the   way   and   how   many   

hands   touched   them?   Well   this   is   what   we   call 

provenance.   If    you   think   about   how   that   item   

of   clothing   which   had   ingredients   which   were 

grown,   p icked,   transported,   transformed,   de-

signed,   stitched,   transported,   hung,   purchased. . 

How   could   it   possibly   cost   $5?

When   we   open   our   eyes   to   what   goes   on   behind   the   

fashion   veil   it   can   be   a   pretty   ugly   p icture.  And   

we’re   faced   with   a   choice   where   we   can   continue   

to   l ive   blindfolded   or   really   open   our   eyes.  But   

not   to   fear,   we’ve   got   l ittle   green   steps   from   

our   friends   at   Fashion   Revolution   and Connected   

Threads   Asia.
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We   deserve   to   know    who   makes   our   

clothes   and   under   what   conditions.

Ask   brands   and retailers    #whomademyclothes  ?   

Some   brands   won’t   answer   at   all.    Some   might   tell   

you   where your   clothes   were   made   but   not   who   made   

them.   Some   will   direct   you   to   their   corporate   social 

responsibility   policy.    Only   a   few   pioneers   will   show   

that   they   know   something   about   the   people who   make   

their   clothes.   

The   more   people   who   ask    #whomademyclothes ,    the   

more   brands   will listen.    More   brands   are   l istening   to   

our   collective   voice   and   responding,    and   more   produc-

ers than   ever   are   using   social   media   to   tell   the   world  

#  imadeyourclothes .     If    a   brand   doesn’t respond,   keep   

asking.    Our   power   is   in   persistence.

1
Create   a   Fashion   Revolution  

 ‘love   story’.     

No   one   can   replace   the   beautiful   jacket   that your   

grandmother   wore   and   gave   to   you.    Or   that   perfect   

l ittle   dress   you   found   while   travelling somewhere   

special.    Rather   than   buying   new,   fall   back   in   love   

with   your   clothes,   care   for   them for   longer,   and   take   

a   stand   against   fast   fashion   that   ends   up   in   landfill. 

 (Li  nk   to   our   Fashion Revolution   Love   Story   How   To   

Guide )

2

Clothing   is   our   chosen   skin,    empower   

yourself   to   know   the   environmental   

impact   of the   fabric   you   wear    every   

day. 

Knowing   the   difference   can   significantly   reduce   the   

impact   we each   have   on   the   planet.    Be   curious   and   f ind   

our   more   about   your

3

27
items of clothing

per year

Did   you   know   that   fashion  is   one   of   

the   most   polluting   industries  in   the   

world?  - ecocult

.

That’s   how   much   we   normally   drink   over   

a 3   year   period .    Jeans   uses   a   whopping   

10,850   l iters   of   water! 

- worldwatch, eco-business fashion revolution -

it takes 2,720   liters   of   water  

 to   make   a   t-shirt.

. Singaporeans   threw   more   than   139,000   

tonnes   of   textile   and   leather   waste   

away   last year,   with   only   7%   of   such   

waste   is   recycled.

- National   Environment   Agency -

. Channel   NewsAsia   surveyed   1 ,000  

 Singaporeans   as   part   of   a   documentary,   

The   Trash   Trail to   f ind   out   how   much   

clothing   they   discard,   and   why.   

results   showed   that   Singaporeans   buy 

about   34   p ieces   of   brand   new   apparel   

per   year,  with   almost   half   of   them   

citing   discounts   as   the main   driver   for   

doing   so.    And   on   average,   they   discard   

 c iting reasons   l ike   “making   space   for   

new   clothes”,    “no   longer   f its”   and   “there   

are   defects”

- Channel NewsAsia -

the problem
[ in stats] little green steps

[take action]

from our friends at
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RE
-duce

Fast   fashion   produces   52   micro   seasons   in   a   year.   This   

means   new   fashion items   are   produced   in   bulk   almost   

every   week!   Consumers   might   buy,   but   who   can   possibly   

use so   much?  

 Swapping   optimises   the   excess   that   exists   in   our   closet’s   

already,   thus   controlling wasteful   production.    Before   

you   decide   to   buy   think   if    you   really   need   it.    In   S ingapore   

alone   we throw   150,000   tonnes   of   textile   waste   

(approx   120   tees   per   person),    make   sure   that   you maximise   

your   closet   before   you   buy   new   clothes.

-use

Swapping,    upcycling,    and   second-hand   gives   consumers   an   

alternate   way   to consumerism.   It   doesn’t   want   to   take   

away   from   the   material   joys   in   people’s’    l ife   but   instead 

encourage   them   to   change   their   mindset   in   how   they   con-

sume.   Hence,   it   stops   us   to   engage   our impulsive   buying   

behavior.  

 Pre-loved   proves   that   sustainable   consumption   can   be   

joyful!    Think before   you   buy   or   throw   a   shirt,    that   takes   

2700   l iters   of   water   to   produce   a   s ingle   shirt   (approx   2 

years   drinking   water   of   an   average   person).

-think

Our   dollar   is   our   vote   to   what   kind   of   fashion   industry   

that   we   want   to   see   in   the future!    The   fashion   industry’s   

product   l ife-cycle   uses   processes   that   are   hazardous   for   

the environment   as   well   as   global   communities.    Support   

brands   that   are   ethically   produce,   choose organic   versus   

synthetic   and   support   slow   fashion   vs.    fast   fashion.

from our friends at
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3

What   is   the   factor   that   is   

most   important   to   you?   
There   are   many   things   that   come under   

the   ethical   umbrella   and   it   can   be   very   

overwhelming   when   making   the   switch.

1

So   think:   what   do   you   care   

about   the   most?    
Does   the   fact   that   the   fashion   industry   is 

the   second   biggest   polluter   (behind   oil)   re-

ally   bother   you?   Then   you   might   consider   

buying   from brands   that   use   recycled   

materials   or   you   may   want   to   buy   vintage   

or   thrifted   items.   If    you   are passionate   

about   animal   rights   then   consider   buying   

vegan   clothing.    S imilarly   if   you   interested   

in agriculture,   go   organic   in   your   fashion   

options   too.  

 Personally   I    am   a   big   supporter   of home-

grown   labels   and   l ike   to   purchase   from   

Singaporean   brands.   Not   only   do   I    feel   

proud   for supporting   the   arts   and  talents   

of   creatives   in   S ingapore   but   it   also   re-

minds   me   of   home   when   I  am   away.

2

Research   the   brand
This   is   probably   my   favourite   and   least   fa-

vourite   part   of   shopping ethically.   I    love   

searching   for   brands   that   make   beautiful   

clothing   p ieces   and   reading   about   the process   

behind   their   production   including   what   and   

who   is   affected   by   it.

Be   careful   of   “green   washing”. 
From   time   to   t ime   you   will   come   across   brands   that 

claim   to   do   this   and   do   that   but   they   actually   

don’t.    It   can   be   helpful   to   look   out   for   certifica-

tions but   these   days   there   are   so   many,   it   can   be   

hard   to   keep   track   and   f ind   out   what   exactly   is   

the purpose   of   the   certification.    A   rigorous   certi-

fication   is   B   Corp.  

 It   is   a   relatively   new   certification that   is   gaining   

popularity   and   for   good   reason   –   it   not   only   wants   

goods   and   services   to   not   harm society   and   people   

but   also   actually   wants   them   to   be   beneficial   to   

society   and   shareholders. You   can   f ind   a   l ist   of   B   

Corps   on   their     website .

4

5

Buy   less .
more   often   than   not   we   end   up   buying   things   that   

we   really   don’t   need   out   of impulse.    Once   we   are   

over   the   in itial   joy   and   excitement   and   after   wear-

ing   it   a   couple   of   t imes, we   throw   it   into   the   dark   

abyss   of   our   wardrobes   and   never   ever   touch   it   

again   only   to   ask ourselves,   “When   did   I    get   this?”   

when   we   clean   our   wardrobes   later.   

I    have   done   it,    you   have done   it   and   everyone   has   

done   it.    Our   current   society   tries   very   hard   and   

quite   successfully   to sell   the   idea   that   if   you   have   

X,    you   will   be   happy   and   if    you   have   Y,    you   will   be   

happier.    It encourages   happiness   through   material-

ism   but   really,   you   should   be   buying   more   experi-

ences not   things.   

Experiences   create   memories   and   are   proven   to   

provide   more   joy   in   the   long   run.    A helpful   guideline   

when   buying   new   pieces   of   clothing   is   asking   your-

self,    “Can   you   wear it   at least   30   t imes?”   If    your   

answer   is   positive,    it ’s   worth   making   a   purchase.   

Not   only   is   this   better for   the   workers   and   the   

environment   but   also   for   you.    It   helps   you   save   all   

the   precious   dollar bills   that   you   work   so   hard   to   

earn.

6

Read   the   labels .
Not   many   of   us   read   the   labels   on   our   clothing   

other   than   to   see   the size   but   clothing   labels   can   

tell   us   many   pieces   of   valuable   information.    We   can   

see   where   it was   made,   what   it   was   made   with   and   

how   to   care   for   it.    These   three   p ieces   of   informa-

tion   by itself   can   tell   us   a   lot   about   who   made   our   

clothes,   what   fabrics   were   used   and   how   long   we   

can expect   our   clothing   to   last.

from our friends at

top 5 things to keep in 
mind when trying 

to be more A socially 
responsible shopper
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. Globally,   an   estimated   350   million   peo-

ple    of   all   ages   suffer   from   depression

- world health organisation -

     Set   and   prioritise   self-care   daily

 
Dedicate   15-30mins   of   no-distractions-me-time   

and   just enjoy   your   own   company.   You   don’t   have   

to   force   yourself   to   meditate   –   you   can   journal,   

make scented   sea-salt   bath,   or   even   just   sit   

by   the   window   and   watch   the   world   go   by.    F ind   

something that   works   for   you.    The   key   thing   is   to   

revel   in   the   pause.    Savour   it.

1
Make   it   a   practice   to   set   an 

 intention   for   your   day   ahead. 

  
 Intentions   are   not   tasks–it’s perfectly   f ine   to   

just   have   a   s ingle   intention   for   the   entire   day.   

It   can   be   anything   from   a significant   work   task,   

to   a   vivid   visualisation   of   the   conversation   you   

hope   to   have   with   a   loved one   or   someone   impor-

tant.   It   can   even   be   a simple   as   having   a   personal   

goal   l ike,    ‘today,   I    will   practice   patience. ’   The   key   

thing   is   to   revel   in   the   pause.    Savour   it.

2

How   many   times   did   you   read   your   emails   and   for-

get   to   breathe   while   you   were   doing   so? Here’s   

a   challenge   for   you   this   week:    Start   using   the   

smart   gadgets   in   your   life   everyday   to remind   

yourself   to   take   care   while   at   work.     If    you’re   

t ired   of   looking   at   your   smart   device,  here’s   an   

easy   guide   called   the   4-7-8   breathing   technique: 

3
Whenever   you   feel   overwhelmed   or   frustrated   

by   how   a   conversation   is   going,   t  ry   to   take   a 

quick   mental   pause   to   evaluate   the   best   way   to   

respond ,     instead   of   lashing   out   immediately at   

the   other   party(s).    It   will   save   you   from   deal-

ing   with   all   the   negative   stuff   that   comes   with 

anger   and   your   body   and   mind   will   eventually   

thank   you   for   it.

4

Once   every   week,   try   to   set   aside   

an   hour   to   learn   something   new.  
It   could   be   a   new language   (we   heard   there   are   

great   apps   for   that),    something   intense   but   fun   

l ike   beat-boxing.  That   something   new   could   also   

be   learning   new   tools   for   your   own   well-being.   

Join   us   here  (    link to   sign   up   page)     for   your   

#pauseforwellness   sessions.

5
The   human   body   and   mind   was   not   built   or   de-

signed   to   withstand   relentless   engagement 

without   rest.     PAUSE   Sessions   are   spaces   of   

pause   where   you   can   slow   down   to   regain your   

balance   and   clarity .    If    you   allow   it,    it   has   the   

potential   to   become   a   dedicated   space   for you   

to   halt–just   for   an   hour–and   deep-dive   into   the   

magic   within   yourself.

6

We   hope   you   make   the   choice   to   elevate   your   well-being   with   us   at   PAUSE. 

Visit     www.thepausemag.com

bringing back
pause

“ We   have   become   a   society   that   focuses   on   the   ‘to-dos’   

while   neglecting   what   it   means   to   just ‘be’.    A   daily   PAUSE   

brings   one   back   to   a   place   where   they   can   fully   ‘BE’   –   

and   that   is   the intention   that   we   at   PAUSE   want   to   share. ”

- pause magazine -

the problem
[ in stats]

Conscious   l iving   starts   from   within   and   we   at   PAUSE   believe   it   can   only   begin   when   you   make an   effort   to   slow   down.   

Here   are   some   quick   pause-sible   areas   to   consciously   be   aware   in   your day   to   day.

from our friends at pause magazine
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Celebrating   &   empowering   

new   conversations   on   

sexual   wellness   &   love

Sexual   wellness   isn’t   just   about   the   act   of   sex.   It   is   well-being   that   ex-

ists   at   the   intersection   of our   physical   health,   emotional   state,   how   we   

feel   in   our   own   skin,    the   quality   of   our   relationships (not   just   romantic   

ones),    our   culture,   and   many   other   l ife   aspects.   Yet,    it   is   an   area   of   

wellness that   most   people   get   really   weird   &   hush   hush   about.

But   how   do   we   change   something   for   the   better   if    we   can’t   even   have   a   

conversation   about   it? 

Only   you   can   define   how   healthy   sexual   wellness   might   look   l ike   in   your   

daily   l ife   and   how   you

will    #lovemoreconsiously .

What   does   sexual   

wellness   mean   to   you?

So   to   start,   we   invite   you   to   ponder   on   this   question:

And   from   your   answer,   what   is   one   action   you   can   take   in   the   

next   24   hours   to   incorporate   some part   of   sexual   wellness   

into   your   l ife?

Examples:
Take   5   minutes   longer   when   putting   on   body   lotion   to   get   present   and   connected   with

your   body

.

If    you   l ike   creative   writing,    use   a   favourite   fantasy   as   inspiration   for   a   p iece   of   writing.

Share   your   answer   with   a   partner   or   a   friend   and   see   where   the   conversation   takes   you.
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Some   more   thoughts   +   actions   
from   a   few   of   our   
SPARK   love   +   play   marketplace   
brands

Actions   for   Yourself

From     Smile   Makers :  

 Better   awareness   of   what   feels   pleasurable   to   you   

leads   to   better   sex,   so start   discovering   yourself  

today   on   your   own   or   with   a   massager!

Actions   for   Your   Relationship(s)

From     EMCC :  

Be   MINDFUL,    not   mindless   of   the   interest   of   your   

partner   -    what   is   one   simple   way you   can   show   your   

partner   that   you   are   mindful   of   them?   Take   the   ac-

tion   by   the   end   of tomorrow.

From     MAISON MIKA:  

Communication   of   your   sexual   desires   and   pleasures   

lead   to   increased closeness   as   a   couple.    Think   of   one   

thing   you   have   been   curious   to   try   and   share   it   with   

your partner.

Actions   for   the   Community

From     AWARE :  

Get   educated   about   sexual   assault   and   f irst   re-

sponse   through   the     Sexual Assault   Care   Centre    and   

bring   their     workshops     to   your   organisation   /   school   

/   community   clubs

LASTLY, From   SPARK TEAM:  

If    you   are   passionate   about   sexual   wellness   (hey   

there   sex   geek!) ,    come   join   the @sparkfestasia    team   

for   the   next   SPARK   festival   coming   in   Spring   2018!     

We’d   love   to   have you .

from our friends at
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http://smilemakerscollection.com
http://emcc.org.sg
https://www.maisonmika.com
http://www.aware.org.sg
http://sacc.aware.org.sg
http://sacc.aware.org.sg/get-involved/trainings/
http://www.aware.org.sg
https://www.sparkfest.asia/contact

